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110:51:58 Hashes, basically, the hash measures, versions.
210:52:04 It's possible that we went through at some point or
310:52:07 other all of them.  I don't know that we covered
410:52:11 every single one, but it's possible that we did.
510:52:31      Q.  Did you review anybody else's expert
610:52:33 report in -- I guess let me ask you this:
710:52:40          Other than Dr. Spencer's and
810:52:43 Dr. Vandaele's reports and your report, have you
910:52:45 reviewed any of the other experts' reports in this

1010:52:48 case?
1110:52:52      A.  No.  I haven't read their expert reports.
1210:52:55 I have some general understanding of what some of
1310:52:57 the tasks were, but I don't -- I haven't read the
1410:53:00 reports.
1510:53:02      Q.  And what's your general understanding of
1610:53:05 tasks, and for which experts?
1710:53:07      A.  Well, one is that the -- the purpose for
1810:53:17 which my numbers were being calculated were to
1910:53:23 provide some information -- or provide information
2010:53:25 about whether or not there was contamination or
2110:53:36 inappropriate cross-use that was more likely than
2210:53:41 not to exist.
2310:53:42          So I understood that that was the purpose
2410:53:45 in the calculation that was going to be -- or an
2510:53:48 analysis that was going -- it was going to be used
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110:53:51 for that purpose, I should say.
210:53:55          My understanding is that it was not going
310:53:56 to be used for a direct measurement of -- direct
410:54:04 quantification of a damage.  So I -- I have an
510:54:09 understanding of some aspects of the reports, but I
610:54:11 have not read them.
710:54:15      Q.  Did you review any draft reports for any
810:54:17 of Oracle's other experts before you -- before they
910:54:20 were produced?

1010:54:23      A.  No, I have not.
1110:54:29      Q.  Did any of the other experts review your
1210:54:31 report prior to it being produced?
1310:54:36      A.  Not that I'm aware of.
1410:54:42      Q.  So you mentioned on the bottom of your
1510:54:44 "Information Considered" that you had
1610:54:45 "Conversations with Mandiant - various dates."
1710:54:52          Other -- setting that aside for a minute,
1810:54:55 other than Mandia and your lawyers, did you talk to
1910:54:58 anybody else in preparing your report -- and the
2010:55:00 people at AACG?
2110:55:06      A.  Could you give me that list again?  You
2210:55:08 just -- which group of people?
2310:55:10      Q.  Yeah, sure.  Other than your conversations
2410:55:11 with people at Mandiant and conversations with your
2510:55:14 lawyers and conversations with people at AACG, did
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110:55:17 you talk to anybody else in preparing your report?
210:55:23      A.  People at Oracle.
310:55:26      Q.  Oracle employees?
410:55:29      A.  Well, I met with counsel from Oracle.
510:55:34      Q.  Other than meeting with counsel for
610:55:36 Oracle, were there any other Oracle employees that
710:55:39 you discussed?
810:55:41      A.  I don't believe so.
910:55:42      Q.  Did you ever have any conversations with

1010:55:44 Norm Ackermann?
1110:55:51      A.  Not that I recall.
1210:55:53      Q.  Did you ever have any conversations with
1310:55:55 Carlos Barradas?
1410:55:58      A.  No, I don't believe so.
1510:56:00      Q.  Did you ever have any conversations with
1610:56:02 Uwe Koehler?
1710:56:06      A.  I don't believe so.
1810:56:07      Q.  Did you ever have any conversations with
1910:56:08 Edward Screven?
2010:56:13      A.  Not that I recall.
2110:56:14      Q.  Did you ever have any conversations with
2210:56:16 Greg Story?
2310:56:22      A.  I don't think so.
2410:56:23      Q.  Did you ever have any conversations with
2510:56:25 Dan Vardell?
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110:56:30      A.  No, I don't think so.
210:56:31      Q.  Did you ever have any conversations with
310:56:32 Russ Kawaguchi?
410:56:38      A.  No, I don't think so.
510:56:42      Q.  So other than Oracle's counsel, your
610:56:45 lawyers, AACG, and Mandiant, is there anybody else
710:56:51 you talked to in preparing your report?
810:57:11      A.  I think there might have been one call
910:57:13 where Mr. Mandia was describing some of this

1010:57:18 background material and some of the other experts
1110:57:20 in the case were on the call, but I didn't have any
1210:57:23 conversation with them.
1310:57:26      Q.  Did you ever have any -- was -- well, let
1410:57:28 me ask you this:  Have you ever had any discussions
1510:57:30 with Francoise Tourniaire at FT Works?
1610:57:33      A.  No.
1710:57:35      Q.  Was she the person on the call?
1810:57:37      A.  I -- I don't recall the names of the
1910:57:41 people that were on the call.
2010:57:43      Q.  Did you ever have any discussions with
2110:57:44 Douglas Gary Lichtman?
2210:57:47      A.  I don't think so.
2310:57:49      Q.  He's a professor of law at UCLA.
2410:57:51      A.  No.
2510:57:52      Q.  And you don't recall him being on that




